Tork Reflex™ systems

Need to save on everyday
wiping tasks?

Keep the
kitchen
going with
Tork ReflexTM

Key benefits:
Control cost Reduces wiping paper usage by
up to 37%*
Improved hygiene Touch only what you take.
Fits in to your work flow for onehanded task.
A durable investment suitable
for any environment.
Hassle-free refilling with
SmartCore®.
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* Essity Hygiene and Health research conducted over a 4 week period. Tork Reflex™ Wiping Paper Plus against freeflow Tork Wiping
Paper Plus.
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Tork Reflex™ systems

Nothing should hold back your team when they’re
in full flow. You want everyday spills and messes
dealt with quickly and cost effectively, without
waste or fuss.
Dispensers

Refills

Whenever there’s a wiping job to be done, you can rely on
Tork Reflex – developed to control the cost of our customers’
most common hand and surface wiping tasks.
With hygienic single sheet dispensing in a variety of formats
and paper qualities, your team can keep on top
of hygiene, whatever your working environment.

- All rolls are food contact certified
- All rolls are FSC certified
- Most rolls are EU Ecolabel certified
- Available in white or blue paper
- With Tork Easy Handling® easy grip
handle
- All suitable for hand wiping
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Tork Reflex Single Sheet
Centrefeed Dispenser
- For general purpose use
- Available in turquoise and white
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Tork Reflex Wiping Paper
- 1-ply multipurpose paper
- Ideal for general light wiping tasks
- Perfect for cleaning glass without
a trace
- Also available with QuickDry™
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Tork Reflex Single Sheet Mini
Centrefeed Dispenser
- For general purpose use
- Available in turquoise and white
- Ideal for confined space or
low traffic environments
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Tork Reflex Wiping Paper Plus
- 2-ply multipurpose paper
- Ideal for mopping up liquids and spills
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Tork Reflex Portable Centrefeed
Dispenser System
- For tasks on the move
- Easy to store or hang
- Can be used front and back of house
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